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basis. And further, the Roman libra was abandoned for a much
heavier livre: of 491 grammes instead of 327. It was divided into
240 coins of pure silver, which bore or retained the name of
deniers. These deniers, and the oboli, in value a demi-denier, were
the only real money. But there were also accountants' coins,
which were merely numerical expressions, corresponding to a
definite number of deniers. These were the sou, which, probably
by reason of the duodecimal notation of the Germans, corre-
sponded to 12 deniers, and die livre, which contained 20 sous.
Obviously these small coins were not intended for wholesale
commerce; their principal function was to serve the convenience
of the customers in the small local markets so frequently mentioned
in the capitularies, where sales and purchases were made per
denaratas. The capitularies, by the way, never mention any other
coins than these silver deniers.
Thus, the monetary system of Charles constituted a complete
break with the Mediterranean economy which had continued
until die invasion of Islam, and which after this was no longer
applicable, as is clearly proved by the monetary crisis of die
8th century. It is explained by the desire to meet the actual state
of affairs, to adapt legislation to the new conditions which were
imposing themselves upon society, to accept the facts and comply
'with them, to replace disorder by order. The new system of silver
monometallism corresponded with the state of economic regression.
Where it was still necessary to make large payments, gold was
utilized: either the gold of those countries in which it was still
being minted, or Arabic or Byzantine coins.1
We should also note the paucity of the monetary stock and the
restricted diffusion of money. It seemed, as it were, to be tied to
those small local markets of which we shall speak presently. It
will be readily understood that henceforth it played quite a
secondary part in a society from which the impost was no longer
collected. We arrive at the same conclusion when we note the
1 PROt;, Catalogue des monndes cctroUngiemtes, pp. xxxi-xxxii; m. bioch,
LeprobUme de Vor au Moyen Age* annajubs d'histoire £conomique $t social,
1933, p-14-
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